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Ladies and Gentlemen,
The 28th Mazurian Lakes Conferene is about to end. We have spent
here seven days, listened to many letures, and had numerous disussions.
Only one leture, this one, separates you from lunh, onert, and onfer-
ene dinner. So the intermediate future looks bright. However, as for the
immediate future, it is somehow grimmer. You have in front of you a om-
pletely inexperiened speaker who has never given any onluding remarks
talk at any onferene. This makes me really nervous, and I an tell you,
this should make you nervous too. I still keep asking myself what on earth
I am going to tell you?
When preparing this talk I went to library to look for useful patterns and
I realized with dire fear that suh talks are usually funny, and I think they are
supposed to be funny  everybody thinks they should be funny. The problem
is that I am not too funny a kind of person. I am very bad in telling jokes,
espeially in publi. I therefore speially asked our Conferene Chairmen
Ziemek Sujkowski for a liense not to by funny, and he granted it to me. This
took out some of the stress, but the share that was left is still paralyzing
me, indeed. I also asked Ziemek for a onrmation in writing that I would
be delivering onluding remarks and not a summary talk. So I am under
no obligation to mention every talk we heard, sorry folks.
From the literature and from my own experiene I know, of ourse, that
there do exist easy methods to give onluding remarks. The rst one is to
say: You guys have had here a nie onferene, but now, let me tell you about
really interesting stu, and then go on with the talk on my own researh.
The seond one is appliable in ase my ollaborator would have already
∗
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2given a talk on our ommon researh. Then I ould say: I do not think
everyone really grasped the essene of our researh, and then go on with
delivering my ollaborator's talk one again. I have witnessed these two
methods in ation with my own wide opened eyes. I an tell you  the eet
they exert on the audiene is truly staggering. Both of these easy methods
also provide a non-negligible perk: I would have never again been asked to
give the onluding remarks.
This talk is the rst one for me also from another point of view: I have
never given a talk projeted from a omputer. This fashion is now spreading
like a forest re, and I do not think there is any real possibility to stop it.
During this onferene more than half of the talks were delivered in this
way, and I did not have any hoie; I had to ollet les from some speakers
(thank you!), and foils from some others (thank you!). Thus I will show you
some things from the omputer and some from the projetor. Two sreens
shown at the same time will annoy you, and I am ertainly up for an even
bigger disaster.
I do not like omputer presentations, beause the present-day tehnology
is not up to my expetations yet. First of all, there are always small tehnial
problems (able onnetions fail or resolutions do not math), whih require
shorter or longer breaks in the session, and make the audiene laugh. Seond,
existing software delivers presentations that are essentially linear; one sreen
after another. So if I am going to skip a part of my presentation, or go bak
a few sreens, I have to go lik, lik, lik, and everyone sees things that
I want to skip. This looks odd. I think that suh a presentation ould run
smoothly only if I had a possibility to see one sreen on my laptop, and to
projet a dierent sreen for the publi. Then, I ould steer my presentation
the way I want without letting the audiene know.
1
Many speakers using omputers fall in the trap of showing heep ani-
mations of objets, whih arrive erratially from right, left, top, or bottom,
without any visible purpose or sense. This always distrats my attention
from the subjet matter of the talk, and I have a feeling that I am not alone.
On the other hand, the real power of omputer presentations lies in showing
animations that do make sense. During this onferene Matthias Liebendör-
fer and Terry Awes showed us useful animations. They were really good.
Matthias not only performed prime quality general-relativity alulations of
exploding supernovae, but also showed us movies of how many, and from
whih layer the neutrinos are emitted. In his ase the evolution in time was
illustrated by animation. Terry used animated graphis to show us depen-
dene of results on a "third variable". Funtions of transverse momentum
were shown for several entralities in an animation that perfetly illustrated
1
After the talk I was told that there are ways to set up the omputer for two sreens.
Somehow, nobody uses this option yet.
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Fig. 1. Diagram shows subdomains onstituting nulear physis of the present day,
and main links between nulear physis and other domains of physis.
his physis point. I think that a good and useful omputer animation is in-
valuable. A ouple of deades ago we moved from ommuniating in words
(blakboard) to ommuniating in pitures (transparenies), and obviously
one piture speaks a thousand words. Now it is time to start ommuniating
in movies; one movie ertainly shines a thousand pitures.
Conluding remarks after a sienti onferene are a perfet opportunity
to reet about a general struture of the domain that has been disussed.
In our ase it is espeially appropriate, beause our domain, the nulear
physis, underwent signiant hanges during the past ten or fteen years.
It is not any more assoiated only with low-energy properties and reations of
nulei, but inludes several other aspets, previously assoiated with partile
physis. One an now say that every physial phenomenon that is rooted
in the Quantum Chromodynamis (QCD) of uds quarks belongs to nulear
physis. This hange has not been mandated by a deree or a deision of a
ommission; it happened naturally as a result of how physiist doing physis
all what they do. It is enough to hek out setions and papers in a major
nulear physis journal, like those of Physial Review C or Nulear Physis
A, or peruse proeedings of a major nulear physis onferene, like those
of the 2001 International Nulear Physis Conferene in Berkeley, or browse
the Nulear Theory arhive at http://arxiv.org/arhive/nul-th, to see how
nulear physiists presently dene the nulear physis.
Figure 1 shows a shemati diagram of the present-day subdomains of
nulear physis along with the links that it has with other domains. Apart
4from the traditional physis of nulei, i.e., the nulear struture and nulear
reations, and of hypernulei, it also ontains (i) physis and struture of
hadrons, inluding the struture of the vauum, mesons, and nuleons, as
well as their exited states, (ii) physis of nuleoni matter at high densities
and/or temperatures, and (iii) basi properties and symmetries of QCD
in its low-energy, non-perturbative regime, inluding the hiral symmetry
breaking. Interonnetions between the subdomains of nulear physis are
very strong.
Nulear physis has also partiularly strong links with astrophysis. This
is obvious, beause stellar objets are powered by nulear energy, and live
their life and demise aording to nulear rules. Partile physis now deals
with QCD for heavy quarks, eletroweak interations, uniation shemes
and osmology, and often represents the high-energy end of nulear physis.
On the other end, nulear physis is strongly onneted with the atomi
physis, where it onstitutes an important laboratory for fundamental inter-
ations and preise measurements. Furthermore, many-body aspets, whih
are always present in nulear systems, nd their mirror images in many other
physial objets like atom drops and louds, metal lusters and grains, or
quantum dots and wires.
This onferene was foused on hypernulei, nulear struture, and hot
and dense nuleoni medium. The nulear reations and QCD aspets were
also niely overed. Only the hadron struture was not very muh repre-
sented, so the reent advanes in studies of internal struture of nuleons
are left for a future meeting in Krzy»e. The astrophysis and nulear astro-
physis were both very well represented, while from the partile physis, the
neutrino physis was at the fous. This year, the atomi physis and many-
body aspets of other system were not disussed; again these are perfet
andidates to beome the main topis after two years.
Visibly, the Mazurian Lakes meeting has evolved from a topial shool
on spei aspets of nulear struture to a general-interest nulear physis
onferene. I think this is good. There is ertainly a great need for suh a
kind of onferene in Poland, beause the hanges that have ourred in our
domain, did not yet fully ourred in our olleagues' minds. Moreover, there
is a great need for an improved ommuniation among nulear physiist. It
is out of question that any single individual might atively work in all, or
many subdomains of nulear physis  the eld is simply too large, and
the ative work means (should mean) a ertain level of expertise. However,
several ommon aspets of our understanding of physial reality beautifully
unite the domain, and we have to mutually learn, admire, and respet the
way we do the physis we like. The onferene fullled this requirement very
well.
A general-interest onferene requires a larger eort from speakers, who
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Fig. 2. Diagram lists names of speakers aording to main subjets that have been
disussed during the onferene.
have to refrain from foussing on details, and onvey a wider piture to
potentially unprepared audiene. Most speakers did very well in this respet,
but a few did not. I was espeially saddened by several too-many-details
presentations of young speakers, who probably were not properly advised by
their supervisors. This reminds me about a ommerial for a publi-transit
ompany, whih I saw on a bus in Philadelphia. It said YRU DRIVING?.
As a non-Amerian I had at rst a hard time to gure out what does this
suppose to mean? Only after a little thinking, it ourred to me that the
real question was Why are you driving?. And it made perfet sense: if a
driver does not know why he/she is driving, he/she should have probably
taken a bus. So before preparing your transparenies, or a omputer le, it
is always healthy to ask yourself questions like YRU doing this researh?
and What is your bottom line?. If you spend 60% of your talk on answering
these questions, and only the remaining 40% on desribing your apparatus,
alibration, diagonalization. and/or onvergene, your talk will be ne.
I think it is already great time to start speaking about the ontents of
talks presented during the onferene. In the diagram shown in Fig. 2, I tried
to group names of speakers into themati hapters. Within eah hapter, the
names are listed aording to the order in whih the talks were delivered. I
6was partiularly pleased to be able to put Wolfram Weise within the hapter
of Nulear Struture; Wolfram  welome in good ompany! Of ourse,
many of the talks ould be assigned to several hapters simultaneously, e.g.,
Wolfram's talk also pertains to Hadroni Medium and QCD. A network
of suh onnetions would ertainly over the whole diagram with arrows
pointing in all possible diretions.
I am ertainly not enough qualied to be able to expertly talk about
all the hapters. However, I have ertainly learned some interesting new
things (at least, new for me) during this onferene. In what follows, I try
to give you some glimpses of what aught my eye and ear, and what you
have managed to teah me.
One of the main themes disussed during the onferene was motivated
by the 50th anniversary of disovery of hypernulei by Danysz and Pniewski.
The history of how it all begun and developed was presented in a fasinat-
ing introdutory leture by Andrzej Wróblewski. Numerous single-Λ and a
few double-Λ hypernulei have been up to now disovered and studied ex-
perimentally. However, as ompared to the enormous amount of data and
knowledge aumulated over the years for normal nulei, relatively little
is still known about hypernulei. The reasons are, of ourse, in diul-
ties related to produe them and study within the narrow window of their
lifetimes. For example, Yusuke Miura told us about the reent important
progress in the γ-spetrosopi studies of hypernulei, but we are all aware
of how muh more extensive are similar studies of usual nulei. Similarly,
basi strengths of the ΛΛ versus NΛ interations, disussed by Abraham
Gal, are still debated, and onlusions are drawn from the simplest binding
energy dierenes between single-Λ and double-Λ hypernulei. This stage
has already been long time ago passed for nulei.
Very little is known about the three-body fores (NNΛ and NΛΛ) in
hypernulei. Paweª Haensel gave us good arguments that suh fores ould
be even more important for hyperons than they are for nuleons, beause
the Σ-Λ exitation energy is muh smaller than that for Ω-N . Paweª also
speulated on how suh fores may inuene a hypothetial hyperon ore of
a neutron star.
Wanda Alberio and Hyoung Chan Bhang disussed weak non-mesoni
deay rates of hypernulei. The long-standing and still debated issue here
is the so-alled Γn/Γp puzzle, i.e., the fat that the observed widths for
Λ+ n→ n+ n deays seem to be muh larger, relatively to Λ+ p → n+ p,
than those obtained theoretially. A reent progress, both in theory and in
experiment, seems to yield more onvergent results. The Physial Review
Letters artile published on the rst Tuesday after the onferene presents
similar onlusions. The whole issue is very muh ompliated by the in-
medium and nal-state eets, while the extration of pure non-mesoni
7deays rates of hyperons is ruial for our knowledge of weak avor-hanging
baryon-baryon interations.
Experimental attempts to study physis of strange quarks were disussed
this morning, and will also be addressed during the oming VI ANKE Work-
shop, whih follows our onferene. Earlier, Helmut Oeshler told us about
experimental studies that aim at seeing the quark-gluon plasma (QGP)
through the lens of strangeness prodution. Indeed, if a avor-equilibrated
reball of quark matter was produed in energeti nuleus-nuleus olli-
sions, the prodution of strange and non-strange partiles should have been
omparable. This an be quantied in the form of the Wróblewski fator,
λS=2ss¯/(uu¯ + dd¯), and studied through strange mesons, strange baryons,
or hidden strangeness prodution. However, within the statistial model,
experimental maxima of λS , that reah values around 0.6, an be explained
by a kinematial ut through the TµB plane, and thus need not signal
the presene of the QGP. This onlusion an be, of ourse, subjeted to
usual questions about the validity of statistial model, whih an be rigor-
ously applied only to innite (or at least very large) and well-equilibrated
systems.
Peter Senger gave us a very nie aount of the future international
aelerator faility at GSI. He desribed the main sienti diretions the
faility will aim at, namely, the hadron spetrosopy, struture of nulei
far from stability, high energy density in matter, and ompressed baryoni
matter  a truly nulear physis faility! This is really a fantasti projet
that will give us tremendous amount of data and boost our knowledge of
nulear systems. We all hope that the famous missing 25% of European
funding will be found, and that the projet will go ahead full steam as
rapidly as possible. The missing funds will not ome from Poland, though.
This statement by no means reets our evaluation of the sienti merit
of the projet, not at all. Unfortunately, it reets the riminally low level
of the siene funding in our ountry, whih makes that on May 1, 2004 we
may nominatively join the European Union, and fatually (in siene) we
may join Afria.
How to measure the in-medium hadron mass was disussed by Piotr Sal-
abura. He onvined us that the dieletron two-body deays into e+e− pairs
an be used to diretly measure the invariant mass of a deaying hadron,
beause leptons traveling through nulear medium are not perturbed in their
nal states. Also the Dalitz deays, in whih the e+e− pair is aompanied
by a hadron, an also be well used. The problem here lies in a neessity
to disentangle ontributions oming from various deaying hadrons. Piotr
desribed the HADES experiment at GSI that aims at this kind of studies.
A very interesting idea to study the equilibration proess in nuleus-
nuleus ollisions was disussed by Norbert Herrmann. Namely, by using
8projetiles and targets that have dierent isospin ompositions one an, in a
sense, tag the nuleons that originate from the projetile or target, and see
if they boune of eah other, equilibrate, or pass eah other. Experimental
data obtained at SIS energies of 100200 AMeV learly indiate that the
olliding systems are never fully stopped and that the transpareny inreases
with inident energy. Thus, at least in this ase, we have a lear experimental
indiation that the systems are not really equilibrated.
At a ompletely dierent sale of energies,
√
s
NN
=130 and 200GeV, stud-
ied at RHIC, Therry Awes ompared the nulear modiation fators RAA
(for Au+Au ollisions) and R dA (for d+Au ollisions) in order to pin down
the so-alled jet quenhing eet. At these energies, jets of partiles are pro-
dued when the projetile and target quarks ollide and reate ux tubes
that then break into olorless hadrons. The nulear modiation fator gives
a rate of prodution of a given hadron in a nuleus-nuleus ollision, relative
to that for the proton-proton ollision. It is meant to tell us how muh the
medium, in whih the partile is produed, inuenes the observed outow
of partiles after the ollision. For a fairly wide region of transverse mo-
menta, values of R dA are lose to one, while those of RAA are suppressed to
about 0.3. This is a strong indiation that a new kind of medium (possibly
the QGP) is reated in the Au+Au ollisions.
Within the hapter of astrophysis, Karlheinz Langanke told us how
strongly properties of stellar objets may depend on detailed nulear stru-
ture properties. First of all, he showed us very impressive results of large-
sale shell-model alulations for the Gamow-Teller strength distributions.
These alulations agree with the newly measured (with a 100 keV resolu-
tion) data inredibly well, whih shows that the low-energy nulear prop-
erties are well under ontrol by using two-body interations in a restrited
valene spae. Seond, he showed us how similar alulations, performed in
heavier nulei within the Monte-Carlo shell model, modify simplisti eletron
apture rates, whih were up to now used to model supernovae explosions.
The eet is truly dramati, beause the apture on nulei now turns out
to be more important than the apture on protons, assumed previously.
Karlheinz was visibly disappointed that after he performed a deent nulear
struture alulation his supernovae still did not wish to explode. However,
to perform a deent job never hurts, and the frontier between nulear physis
and astrophysis is espeially prone to simplisti treatments that have to be
systematially eradiated one by one.
On the frontier between astrophysis and neutrino physis, we had two
nie talks about stellar objets viewed by looking at their neutrino emission.
Matthias Liebendörfer investigated time and energy harateristi of neu-
trinos emitted during supernova explosion. If one of these happens again
nearby, we may learn from the observed neutrino ux how suh an event
9proeeds, provided we have a good model at hand.
Dima Yakovlev told us that a hot neutron star ools down mainly due
to neutrino emission. This is so, beause the neutron deay followed by the
inverse proess of eletronproton reombination, results in an emission of
one neutrino and one antineutrino. Sine these proesses ruially depend
on details of oupations near the Fermi surfaes, and thus depend on or-
relations, the proton and neutron pairing may strongly inuene the rate of
ooling. Experimental data seem to suggest that the proton pairing may be
preferred over the neutron pairing, whih is a surprising onlusion. Sine
the pairing in neutron stars was up to now freely studied (in the absene of
data), a denite experimental onstraint of some kind would be very muh
welome.
Among several talks on the neutrino physis, Yuri Kamyshkov and Joan-
na Zalipska presented experimental studies performed at KamLAND and
Super-K failities, respetively. The neutrino osillation phenomenon is now
niely onrmed, both by the reator eletron antineutrino and muon neu-
trino observations, and the results onverge towards the so-alled large mix-
ing angle (LMA) solution for the neutrino mass dierene and mixing angle.
Now we arrive at the hapter of nulear struture, and only here my
talk really begins, beause on this subjet I an talk for hours and hours.
But rst, let me desribe the results presented by Wolfram Weise, whih
are situated on the triple frontier between QCD, hadroni medium, and
nulear struture. Reent developments in this eld are really fasinating,
beause we may witness the birth of rst-priniple derivations of nulear
fores. This is being done in kind of a perdious way, by telling us that
we should simply not use nulear fores at all! (I think this is probably an
extreme point of view.) However, it turns out that by applying ideas based
on the hiral symmetry breaking, hiral ondensate, and eetive eld theory
(EFT) we may desribe nuleon-nuleon (NN) sattering and nite nulei
almost diretly from low-energy QCD onsiderations.
This is done by postulating the hiral Lagrangian of nuleons and pi-
ons, whih is next supplemented by symmetry-ditated ontat terms that
are supposed to desribe all unresolved high-energy eets. After per-
forming a systemati lassiation of these ontat terms, aording to the
ounting rules of the EFT, and by going to the so-alled next-to-next-to-
next-to-leading order expansion (N
3
LO), one is able to properly desribe
the NN phase shifts up to about 300MeV (D.R. Entem & R. Mahleidt,
nul-th/0304018), with quality similar to that ahieved for the best NN po-
tentials. Suh a result shows that the short-distane NN repulsion need not
be modelled by any kind of hard-ore potential, or heavy-meson exhange
potential, but is a generi feature of these unresolved high-energy eets.
Similarly, as Wolfram desribed in his talk, one may perform in-medium
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Fig. 3. The
1
S0-hannel n-n potential in megaeletronovolts (MeV), as funtion of
the distane in femtometers (fm) (inner axes) ompared with the O2-O2 moleular
potential in millieletronovolts (meV), as funtion of the distane in nanometers
(nm) (outer axes).
hiral alulations and derive the energy density funtional, whih within
the relativisti-mean-eld approximation is diretly appliable to nite nu-
lei. At the expense of tting one parameter, the EFT ut-o energy, one
an obtain orret saturation energy, saturation density, and symmetry en-
ergy. From there, standard nulear struture alulations lead to desribing
nulear masses (only of N=Z nulei, at present) with a preision of about
1MeV.
Let me illustrate the main ideas of this approah by a didati om-
parison between the neutron-neutron (n-n) potential (Argonne v18) and the
moleule-moleule O2-O2 potential in the textbook Lennard-Jones form. As
shown in Fig. 3, a proper adjustment of the energy and distane sales makes
both potentials fairly similar (the n-n potential is softer!). Both potentials
have a mild long-range attration and a strong short-range repulsion, neither
of them binds the onstituents, and both perfetly well desribe low-energy
sattering. In both ases the interating objets are neutral: the O2 moleule
has neither QED harge nor dipole moment, and the neutron is QCD olor
white.
We understand perfetly well what happens when two O2 moleules ap-
proah one another. At large distane, the eletron louds beome polarized,
and this indues dipole moments that generate the Van der Waals 1/r6 at-
tration. At small distane, very many things happen: higher polarization
moments beome important, diret Coulomb repulsion of eletrons beomes
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important, and the Pauli bloking eets beomes important. All these
things generate strong eets, and all an be modelled by a phenomenologi-
al 1/r12 potential, whih has no real justiation - it is just a repulsion. In
fat, at low energies it is ompletely irrelevant what is the exat form of this
repulsion. It an equally well be modelled by a proper ontat interation.
For the n-n system we still use the eld-theoretial language when de-
sribing their long-range attration, and we speak about one-pion and two-
pion exhanges. I think that it ould be extremely useful (at least on a
pedagogial level) to retranslate these exhanges into the language of the
QCD olor polarization of neutrons, analogous to the QED O2-O2 ase.
In the moleular ase nobody speaks about an exhange of a "partile" (a
dipolon?) to desribe the dipole-dipole Van der Waals attration. We know
of ourse that this fore results from the QED photon exhanges, but who
ares?
At small distane, the n-n olor polarization beomes very ompliated,
and the Pauli bloking of valene quarks beomes also ative. But when
we probe neutrons within low-energy experiments, the details of all this are
again ompletely irrelevant, and an be modelled by a properly adjusted
ontat fore, as desribed above.
There is also another important lesson from the above simple ompar-
ison between the n-n and O2-O2 systems. Namely, when we keep two O2
moleules at a xed distane and the third one approahes, the rst two
beome additionally polarized, and hene their interation energy beomes
modied. Hene, the interation energy of three O2 moleules is not a simple
sum of three binary interations  there must appear an expliit three-body
term. If the analogy holds, one has to expet three-body NNN interations
between nuleons too.
This brings me to the talk of Witek Nazarewiz, who among other things
told us about the reent progress in the exat alulations for low-energy
states in light nulei. There, the neessity of NNN interations has been
onviningly shown. Moreover, the NNN fores may also be responsible
for a known inadequay of the G-matrix method to derive the shell-model
interations. Witek also niely disussed hallenges of nulear struture
theory in desribing exoti systems: like those having very large neutron
or proton exess, very large angular momentum, or very large mass. In
view of important projets to study these exotia in experiment (RIA, GSI,
RIKEN, EURISOL, et.), theoretial eorts in these domains must also be
adequately expanded.
Two other talks, by Marek Pªoszajzak and Krzysztof Rykazewski, dis-
ussed other aspets of exoti nulei. Marek introdued us to methods
that ombine advaned desriptions of bound nulear states with equally
advaned desriptions of sattering states. For weakly bound nulei, suh
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ombined methods are essential. Unfortunately, they remained negleted for
a (too) long time beause of a neessity to expertly treat two fairly dier-
ent physial situations. The so-alled Gamow shell model has reently been
devised to remedy this through a shell-model-like treatment of the partile
ontinuum. Krzysztof, showed us that on the other side of the mass table,
for proton unstable nulei, the proton emission an be used as a fantastially
eient probe of nulear states. By a areful analysis of proton radioativity
in deformed nulei, we an expliitly see that the initial proton is really in a
deformed state. This is one of the niest examples of how the spontaneous
symmetry breaking works in nite systems.
As a last item, I would like to mention the talk by Krzysztof Doroba
who desribed reent advanes in experimental veriations of the Stan-
dard Model. In partiular, he desribed experiments that preisely measure
mass, width, and other harateristis of the Z and W bosons  arriers
of eletroweak interations. He onvined us that, one these basi physi-
al onstants are measured, one an within the Standard Model rigorously
alulate very many things. I am always envious of suesses of suh exat
theories, where everything an be, in priniple, alulated with arbitrary
preision. Nulear physis, on the other hand, seems to be full of basially
unsolvable problems. However, one an say that there are only two lasses
of problems in physis: unsolvable and trivial. We simply spend our lives
on moving things from the rst to the seond ategory.
I would like to nish this talk by saying that it is my great pleasure and
privilege to ongratulate the organizers for an exellent result of their work.
This has been really a great onferene! I think we all enjoyed it very muh
and I hope we all meet here again in 2005.
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